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I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge representation has been
idenfied as the most important issue facing the field
of AI and Law.1 The nature of legal reasoning and
decision making, in particular the way judges decide
hard cases, have been important jurisprudential

issues for many years. it is inescapable that a Iegaf

expert system which attempts to emulate the

reasoning processes of a lawyer must embody a

theory of legaf reasotting.2 Building a legal expert

system is thus not just an exercise in computer

programming, but requires sotid and articulated

jurisprudentiaf foundations.

Case-based reasoning (“CBR”) has much to
offer for the construction of Iegaf expert systems,

particularly in case-based law. This paper will
d~cuss how CBR Iegaf expert systems are superior to

purely rufe-based systems.3 It wilt be shown that art

fipofiant advantage of CBR systems is that they are
a more realistic portrayid of the reasoning processes

of a lawyer. The issues of knowledge representiltion

and legal reasoning therefore become paramount.

This paper wilf demonstrate that the deep
structure approach to knowledge representation

(together with its underlying assumptions about the
nature of legaf reasoning) and a relatively
inexpensive commercially available sheU can be used

to build a CBR legal expert system in case-based law

which:

(a) dynatnicalfy draws its conclusions from the

case law in its database without the benefit

of spetilc legaf rules+

(b) adapts to most changes in
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the law simply by entering new cases in its

databas~

(c) adjusts its outcomes depending on the
‘home’ jurisdiction (country, state or

province) selected by the use~

(d) overcomes the dtificulties of representing

legat knowledge at the doctrinat level; and

(e) operates at a high level of legal expertise.

The Malicious Prosecution Consrdtant4
(“MPC”) was buift as an example of such a system.

It is a frame-based CBR Iegaf expert system

operating in the domain of the tort of malicious

prosecution. The shetf used was Intelligence

Compiler.5 The MPC has a Database of 144 cases

compiled with dBASE IV.6 The text of the cases is
stored in InteUigence Compifer’s hypertext facility,

enabling the user to view the brief or, in many cases,

the fulf text of any case used by the MPC in its

reasoning processes. 7 The MpC contains no Spe~lC

legal rules about the tort of malicious prosecution,

AU of its Iegaf conclusions and outcomes are

dynamically directed by the case law in its Database

at the time of the consultation.

II. THE DEEP STRUCTURE APPROACH TO

KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

The deep structure approach to knowledge

representation was developed by Professor J.C.

Smith and Cat Deedman during previous case-based

Iegat expert system research at The University of

British Columbl& Faculty of Law.8 The foflowing is

only a brief explanation of their theori~ but futt

details may be found in the references.

Legal principles are often expressed in

contradictory pairs e.g. a lease versus a mere licence.

This is a function of the adversarial system of justice
whereby layers act not as impartial seekers of the

truth but as ‘hired guns’ for their clients.9 The

practice of law is a highly ritualized contest regulated

by rules and procedures centuries old. The
importance of the contest cannot be over-
emphasized. Every practisii lawyer has

ewrienced king on different sides of the fence at
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different times. In one case a lawyer may act for the

developer of a condominium project seeking

plaming approval and in another the lawyer may act

for a group of local residents objecting to the

development, and so on. This pattern repeats itself

throughout legal practice. The language of the law,

or law at the doctrinal level, is therefore necessarily

‘elastic’.l” This is a function not only of legal

discourse between opposing lawyers but of judiciaJ

decision making. A judge decides a hard case by

preferring one lawyer’s formulation of the language

of the law over another. Thus the apparently

contradictory language of the law becomes

embedded in legal decisions, thereby contributing to

the criticism of law as fundamentally indeterminate.

In many legal domains it is therefore a mistake to

attempt to represent legal knowledge in the surface

level language of the law. Legal expert systems

which operate at the doctrinal level e.g. by asking

questions like “Was there reasonable and probable

cause for the prosecution?”, are of little practical

value to lawyers because they require the user to

draw a legal conclusion. Alternative means of

analyzing law and representing knowledge are
required.

One such methodology is to search for deep

structures or fact patterns underlying legal doctrine

which account for and explain the decisions in the

cases. Once these patterns have been identified a

broadly stated meta-rule or principle may be

formulated which explains the general direction of

the case law in the domain independently of the

“surface discourse” of law at the doctrinal level.ll

This theory postulates that judges and lawyers use

deep structure fact patterns to decide cases and

analyze problems. Whether they use the deep

structure approach at a subconscious leve~ having

unconsciously internalized it in the same way that a

young child learns to speak her native tongue without

knowing formal rules of grammar, or in the more

overt goal-oriented manner described above where

solving a client’s problem or arriving at a correct

legal decision are the primary concerns, is open to

discussion. However, the fact remains that the deep

atructurs approach rmccwrdully GWlains and accountti

for legal decisions in areas of case-based law

generally considered to be unstructured and

indeterrninate.12

The deep structure approach, by going

beneath doctrinaJ law to the facts of cases, allows law

to be analyzed and represented in ‘concrete’ terms

which a computer is capable of processing. Facts

become the unifying links between case law, the
knowledge base of an expert system, database

schemata (or case profiles) and the user’s fact

situation. Thus legal expert systems may be built

which avoid the difficulties inherent in representing

law at the doctrinal level. Facts may of course still

be open to manipulation by lawyers skilled in the

rules of evidence and the persuasion of juries.

However, there is less room for ‘manoeuvring’ than

with law at the doctrinal level. In other words, it is

harder for a lawyer to argue that a will does not

contravene the rule against perpetuities than to argue

against the proposition that the testator signed the

will in question.

III. CBR DESCRIBED

This paper is not an attempt to conclusively

define CBR in legal expert systems but a description

of a particular CBR system in case-based law

embodying features which the author considers to be

signifkant. Due to constraints of space, neither is

this paper a review or comparison of previous work

on CBR legal expert systems.13 It is submitted that

there are two important aspects to CBR legal expert

systems.

Frost, the conclusions or outcomes of the

expert system should be dynamically controlled by

the cases so that simply entering new cases may

change the outcome of the system and account for

most changes to law.

Secon~ the cases should be ranked or

ordered in a manner which allows some cases to be

preferred over others in a way meaningful to lawyers.

The most obvious method is the doctrine of srure

decisis so that cases are ranked in accordance with

their precedential value. The crux of this aspect of

CBR is that some order should be imposed over

cases retrieved from the database.

AZ THE CBR PROCESSES OF THE MPC

A. From Rules to CBR

Building the MPC was an evolutionary

process. The MPC began as a purely rule-based

system, although it was always planned to produce a

CBR system. The rule-based stage was important

because rules are, after ~ in one sense or another

the fundamental units of knowledge representation in

law. When progressing from a rule-based to a CBR

system, the highly speciilc legal rules are deleted
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from the knowledgebase, but the more general rules

on which the structure of the domain is founded are

retained. In the MPC, these general rules govern

the elements required to make out a cause of action

and the ordering of questions asked of the user. The

CBR rules which control case retrieval and display

are then added. The CBR processes of the MPC

were thus a natural progression from the rule-based

version MPC and map onto the original rule-based

structure.

Discarding specific legal rules in order to

build a CBR system does not amount to removing

the expertise from the expert system. The primary

contribution of any expert to an expert system is the

general structure within which problems may be

solved. This structure is inevitably founded cm a

rule-based model of the domain, whether cjr not the

rules are explicitly stated. Therefore, when spec~lc

legal rules are removed for CBR processes, it might

be said that their ‘ghosts’ linger. Although their

presence no longer has any direct effect on the

outcome, which is now driven by the cases, their

influence remains to ‘haunt’ the system.

B. l%e Structure of the Database and Case

Representation Frames

The MPCS Database is a collection of
‘pro fdes’ of cases. A profde contains the formal
descriptive details of a case and its factual attributes
in terms of the deep structure analysis. In keeping

with the deep structure approach any reference to

doctrinal law is avoided.

A case profile also contains eight “RES” (for

result) slots. Each RES slot corresponds and maps

onto one or more of the terminal node frames of the

MPC. The RES slots form the heart of the CBR

process. Their purpose is to represent the court’s

finding on a particular factual attribute. They may

have a value of “passed” or “failed, depending upon

the court’s finding on the factual attribute associated

with the RES slot in terms of satisfying the elements

of a malicious prosecution action. They replace the

specMc legal rules of a rule-based system. Say, in a
hypothetical criminal case, that a stay of proceedings

was entered by the prosecutor. In a rule-based

system, the knowledge engineer would draft a rule

based on the case law specifying the effect of the

entering of a stay. In the MPC, a factual attribute
slot would be instantiated with the value “a stay was

entered and its corresponding RES slot would be

instantiated with a value of passed or failed,

depending upon the court’s finding on the effect of

entering a stay in terms of the element of termination

of proceedings.

In practice, courts may often not explicitly

state whether a factual attribute of a Plaintiff’s case

satisfies the requirements of a cause of action. By

contrast, courts will almost always state when a

factual attribute does not satisfy certain

requirements. Therefore, a finding that a factual

attribute satisfies certain requirements, if not

explicitly stated, may be readily inferred in most

circumstances from the absence of a contrary finding.

If there is any doubt, the knowledge engineer may

only assign a factual attribute to a slot and not assign

any value to the corresponding RES slot. The

factual attribute slot will still be used for factual

pattern matching, but the absence of a value in its

corresponding RES slot means the factual attribute

will be excluded from the process of arriving at a

legal conclusion. Uncertainty about factual

interpretation may be similarly handled by creating a

separate frame/record for each possible factual

interpretation. Thus judicial and factual uncertainty

in case-based law may be represented by this

method.

D. Using Case Law to Direct the MPC!S

Conclusions (or Stage (a) of the CBR

Process)

During a consuhatio~ when a question at a

terminal node level is asked of the user the Database

is searched for:

(a) all cases, irrespective of outcome, which

contain the factual attribute suggested by the

user’s answeq and

(b) the value of the corresponding RES slot.

This process is called the “Vertical Search Method,

which is shown in Figure 1,14 and which may be

illustrated by the following example.

Let us assume the user’s answer to the
question about the issue of malice is ‘The
Defendant’s primary interest in prosecuting the

Plaintiff was to secure a financial or property

advantage”. The Database is searched for all

records (cases) where the MALICE slot contains this

answer. As each case is retrieve~ the value of RES
slot associated with the MALICE slot is noted.

Depending on the value of the RES slot, the case

name is stored in either
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the “MALICE passed list” or the “MALICE failed

list”. If, after all relevant cases have been retrieved,

the MALICE failed list is empty, the consultation

proceeds to the next stage. If the MALICE passed

list is empty and the MALICE failed list contains

cases, the consultation stops, the user is informed

that no catie of action is available and reasons and

supporting authority (the cases in the MALICE

failed list) are displayed. If there are cases in both

the passed and failed lists, the MPC recognizes the

situation as one where conflicting authorities exist.

The MPC refers the user to the conflicting

authorities, explains the essence of the conflict and

suggests which line of authority should be preferred.

The MPCS choice of a preferred line of authority is

based on an evaluation and ranking of the. relative

precedential value of the cases in each line. This

process w-ill be described shortly. If the MPC

prefers the Defendant’s line the consultation stops.

If the Plaintiffs line is preferred the consultation

proceeds to the next stage. This process occurs at

each terminal node of the consultation. Thle various

lists of passed and failed cases are retained for review

at the end of the consultation.

E. The Weighing and Ranking of Cases (or Stage

(b) of the CBR Process)

There are two aspects to this process.

The fwst aspect is the tallying of fact

matches. At the end of a consultation the MPC

compares the User Profde frame, which contains the

user’s answers from the consultatio~ to its Database.

The total number of fact matches between each case

in the Database and the User Profde frame is

calculated so the cases closest to the user’s fact

situatioq those with the greatest number of matching

factual attributes, may be displayed. This is called

the “Horizontal Search Method, whereby a case is

treated as a ‘slice’ of a body of case law (see F@re

1). The cases may then be displayed in descending

order of number of fact matches in two categories

(a) where the court held for the PlaintW, and

@) where the court held for the Defendant.

This gives the user a preliminary indication of how

authorities are ‘stacked.

The second aspect is the calculation of the

relative precedential weight of cases.

Each case in the Database is assigned a

point score, with a numeric range of 15 to 75 points.

Point scores represent the relative precedential

weights of cases. The system of calculating point

scores and an example follow 15

****************** *******

Calculating the point scores (weight)

of cases

Maximum of 75 points

Highest level court

(e.g. S.C. of Canada) 70

Appeal level court 50

Trial level court 30

Add 10 points for trial or appeal

level casee local to the selected

jurisdiction.

Deduct 15 points for cases outside

the selected jurisdiction, except

where the foreign jurisdiction is

England, then deduct 10 points.

Add points for recently decided cases

(assuming current year is 1990):

1990 + 5 points, 1989 + 4, 1988 + 3,

1987 + 2, 1986 + 1

An example of calculating the

weight of a case

Selected jurisdiction: British

Columbia

Case: Roy v Prior [1971] A.C. 470 (H.

of L.)

Highest level court 70

LESS for foreign

jurisdiction 10
.-

TOTAL WEIGHT 60
--

*************************

The cases in the MPCS Database are ranked in

accordance with this system from the greatest

number of points (most authoritative) to the least

number of points (least authoritative). Thus cases

are always retrieved and displayed to the user in
terms of this ranking. The system is not intended to

be a comprehensive assessment of the precedential
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value of each case, for this would be the province of

another substantial expert system. It is a simple

method of ranking cases based primarily on the level

and jurisdiction of the court so a lawyer may readily

identifi the cases from the highest courts.16

Practically speaking, this would be a lawyer’s primary

concern.

The assigning of weights to cases enables the MPC

resolve a conflict of authorities by preferring one line

of authority over another, The decision as to which

line should be preferred is made by the following

process:

(a) Fmd the case with the greatest number of

points in each line of authority, Prefer the

line which contains the case with the greatest

number of points. If the two cases are of

equal weight,

(b) compare the total weight of each line of

authority. Prefer the line of authority with

the higher total weight. If the lines are of

equal weight,

(c) declare the authorities to be of equal force.

Again, this process is simple but effective. It

represents a reality of legal practice that a lawyer

would rather go into court with one case on point

from the highest court in the land rather than a

number of cases from lower courts.

As the explanation of the points system suggests, the
MPC allows the user to select the jurisdiction for a

P
consultation and it accordin y adjusts the weights of

the cases in its Database.1 Thus, given a suitable

domain, this methodology allows a multi-

jurisdictional system to be built where changing

jurisdictions does not involve reprogramming of the

knowledgebase b~ the knowledge engineer.

K EVX.UATING THE CBR

METHODOLOGIES OF THE MPC

Compared to rule-based systems, CBR

systems offer sign&ant advantages. Complex

networks of specific legal rules may be eliminated,

thereby signit3cantly reducing the amount of

programming required.

Another advantage of CBR legal expert

systems !ies in the amount of maintenance required
compared to a purely rule-based system, In a purely

rule-based system, reflecting changes to the law in

the knowledgebase may involve subst~ti~

reprogramming. A change to one node of the logic

flowchart may require consequential changes to

many other areas of the system. A purely rule-based

system is thus a very brittle entity. By contrast,

many changes to the law may be represented in a

CBR system simply by adding new cases to its

Database.

However, only those changes to the law

which fall within the existing structure of the MPCS

knowledgebase may be accounted for simply by

entering new cases in its databases. More radical

changes to the law, which require alteration of

knowledge representation structures, would require

more effort to implement. Say, a court decides that

damages in malicious prosecution are no longer

limited to the three reco
F

“ ed types (personal,

property and reputation),l but any damage may

form the basis of an action. T’o account for this

change, the damages frames of the framebase, the

Database schema and the questions to be asked of

the user would have to be revised. Fortunately,

common law tends to change and progress gradually

on a case-by-case basis, so radical changes requiring

substantial modifications occur infrequently.

An example of a gradual change which

appears to be happening to the law of malicious

prosecution concerns the traditional refusaI of courts

to allow malicious prosecution actions for civil
proceedings other than bankruptcy or winding up

proceedings.lg This refusal is based on antiquated
notions of the public perception of civil proceedings

and the effect of civil proceedings on a person’s

reputation, and a commercial unrealistic view of

legal costs in civil proceedings. d Some recent cases

appear to have sidestepped the old rule and allowed

malicious prosecution actions for civil proceedings

other th~ the exceptions noted above.zl The

MPCS framebase has a frame for the type of

proceedings issued and a slot value of that frame may

be civil proceedings. Thus this change to the law

may be accounted for simply by entering the new

case into the MPCS Database. It should now be

apparent that, when designing a CBR system, the

knowledge engineer should bear in mind trends and
possible changes to the law in the domain. It is not

suggested that the knowledge engineer must have a

crysta! b~ but it is submitted that a legal domain

expert should be aware of the general direction in

which the law in the domain is heading. Thus, by
comparison to a purely rule-based systems, a CBR

system should probably have a wider conceptual
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structure in order to accommodate changes to the

law.

The process of weighing cases, ranking them

and, where necessary, presenting them in terms of

conflicting lines of authorities is a more meaningful

method of knowledge representation for practicing

lawyers than methods used in other legal expert

systems, such as confidence factors. It is more

consistent with the practice of law for a lawyer to

present two sets of cases and state that the law

derived from the cases is either X or Y, but probably

X, rather than to state that there is a 75% possibility

that the law is X, without referring to the possibility

that it is Y. The problem with presenting legal

conclusions with contldence factors is that the

alternative(s), those with lesser cordidence factors,

are usually not displayed. Where uncertainty exists

the expert system should present the lawyer with the

alternative(s) and suggest the preferred alternative

but allow the lawyer to make the final decision. To

withhold alternative(s) from the lawyer may be

misleading. The lawyer may, of course, take the

alternative preferred by the expert system into the

decision-making equation.

The Horizontal and Vertical Search

Methods complement and supplement each other.

The Horizontal method retrieves cases containing a

collection of factual attributes, or slices of case law,

which are similar to the user’s overall fact situation.

The cases are presented according to whether the

Plaintiff or Defendant was successful.’ The Vertical

Search Method retrieves all cases containing the

factual attribute suggested by the user’s answer,

regardless of any other factual attributes which the

cases may contain or the overall result of the case.

These two methods of case retrieval offer the user a

broad and deep model of legal research and

reasoning.

PT. THE DEEP STRUCTURE OF TIIE TORT

OF iv0tJ51CIOUS PROSECUTION

Traditionally, there are five elements to a

malicious prosecution action, all of which must be

proven

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Initiation of proceedings;

Termination of the proceedings in the

Plaintiff’s favour, where the proceeding.. are
capable of a favorable termination,
Lack of reasonable and probable caus~
Malice; and

(5) Damages.

The deep structure of malicious prosecution

was developed in terms of these five elements. It

happened to be the case in malicious prosecution

that it was not necessary to look beyond these five

elements for alternative structures because the case

law may be accounted for in terms of analysis of the

five elements. In other legal domains, traditional

doctrinal classifications may be inappropriate to the

buiidmg of a legal expert system and other structures

may have to be implemented.

Elements (l), (2) and (3) are largely

technical and procedural by nature and are not

discussed in this paper. The lack of reasonable and

probable cause and malice Elements are the most

difficult and often closely related. They contain the

true deep structure of the tort of malicious

prosecution

A. Lack of Reasonable and Probable Cause

This is the most diftlcult element to prove in

malicious prosecution because, aside from the

&lcult task of proving a negative, it is imprecise and

abstract in its formulation. The use of the words

‘reasonable’ and ‘probable’ is a redundancy and

merely a relic from old styles of rdeadings.22

Judici~ deftitions have not sh~d much ~ght o~
meaning of these words:

“...an honest belief in the guilt of the accused

based upon a full convictio% founded on

reasonable grounds, of the existence of a

state of circumstances which assuming them

to be true, would reasonably lead any

ordinary prudent and cautious man, placed

in the position of the accuser, to the

conclusion that the person charged was
probably guilty of the crime imputed.”~

the

Authors have commented on the dilXculties

associated with analyzing reasonable and probable

cause. Street states “it is impossible to enumerate all

the factors which may be relevant’’,24 and Fleming

writes “we lack precise and universal criteria by which

to measure the degree of caution and prudence that a

reasonable person should observe in the evaluation

of infinitely variable incriminating data.”z

The deep structure or underlying fact

pattern operating in this element concerns the
acquisition of information about the prosecution. It
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is about the manner in which the prosecutor and

other parties involved in the prosecution informed

themselves of the circumstances of the case against

the Plaintiff and the manner in which the prosecution

was conducted. Of particular importances whether

the Defendant sought legal advice and, if so, how the

advice was obtained and acted upon. In general

terms, if there was a thorough investigation of the

circumstances of the case against the Plaintiff and the

prosecution was properly conducted, it may be

assumed there was reasonable and probable cause

for the prosecution.

The MPC asks the following questions to

establish whether there was lack of reasonable and

probable cause:

Did the Defendant, before or

during the proceedings:

1. Receive advice about the

proceedings?

2. Fabricate evidence?

3. Conceal, ignore or wilfully

disregard relevant evidence?

eg. An explanation by the

Plaintiff.

4. Act carelessly in the

investigation or conduct of the

proceedings brought against the

Plaintiff?

5. None of the above.

PLEASE NOTE: Question 3 does not

imply that the Defendant is

required to actively seek an

explanation from the Plaintiff or

to verify apparently accurate

information.

l=====Please select one of the following

statements concerning the advice

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Defendant, before or during

the proceedings, withheld or

concealed relevant information

from the advisor.

The advisor was not experienced

or qualified to advise on the

proceedings.

It should have been obvious to

the Defendant that the advice

of the advisor was incorrect.

The Defendant did not follow

the advice.

None of the above.

Analyzing the element of lack ofreasonable

and probable cause in terms of the factual attributes

elicited by these questions accounts for the vast

majority ofmaiicious prosecution case law.

B. Malice

In malicious prosecution, the term malice

hasawidermeaning thanthetraditional meaningof

spite or vindictiveness. A motive or purpose in

bringing a prosecution other than adesire to further

the course of justice, impartially enforce the law or

similar constitutes malice. Theelement ofmaliceis
thus really an inquiry into the motive or purpose of

the Defendant inprosecutkgtie Plaintiff. The deep

structure approach to analyzing malice involves a

consideration and enumeration of the factual

scenarios which constitute proper and improper

motives.

The MPC asks the following question about

malice:
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—.

By what sort of interest was the

Defendant primarily motivated in

bringing proceedings against the

Plaintiff?

1. Financial or property.

2. Personal satisfaction other

than 4.

3. Strategic considerations.

4. A desire to enforce the law

merely for the sake of doing

so or to pave the way for

further legal proceedings,

and not for any of the

ulterior motives listed in

1. to 3.

5. Motive unknown.
—.

As with the element of lack of reasonable and

probable cause, the factual attributes elicited by this

question maybe used to analyze andaccount forthe

vastmajorityof the case law.

The Malice Element may be satisfied by

proving a dominant improper motive of the Plaintiff

in prosecuting. However, a problem arises if the

Plaintiff’s rnotivei snotidentitlable. In this situation,

malice may be inferred by showing that the

circumstances of the ease are such that the

prosecution an onlybe explained b athibuting a

malicious motive to the Plaintiff. L courts

inevitably tend to use evidence about the lack of

reasonable and probable cause for the prosecution in

this regard.27 It should, therefore, be possible to

analyze this process ofinferenceby a deep structure.

Itisplartnedtoidentifythe caseswheremalicewas

inferred in this manner and then examine the courts’

fudingsab outlack of reasonable and probable eattse

in terms of the deep structure explained earlier. Itis

hoped to identify apattern where malice is inferred

from certain deep structure factual scenarios about

lack of reasonable andprobableeattse. This would

allow the MPC to be moditled to deal with the

situation when the motive of the Defendant is not

known and to infer from the user’s answers about

reasonable and probable cause whether malice exists.

c. 77te Deep Stmcture Conclusions

The deep structure and policies embedded
in the tort of malicious prosecution which prcitect

prosecutors and the legal system may thus be

expressed by the following meta rule:

If there are reasonable grounds for invoking

the process of law then motive is irrelevant.

The heart of the tort of malicious prosecution is,

therefore, malice in that unsuccessful prosecutions

remain unpunished, unless they are instituted

maliciously. This allows people relative freedom

and impunity to use the legal system, provided they

do so for proper purposes.

KY. TESTING THE MZL.ICIOUS

PROSECUTION CONSULTANT

The MPCS performance was evaluated by

running consultations with the facts of ten decided

cases to establish whether the MPC would reach the

same results as in the cases. A lawyer with no

knowledge of the structure of the MPC was asked to

read the cases and run a consultation for each case.

Eleven consultations were run because one case had

two defendants which necessitated a separate

consultation for each defendant.

The ten eases were selected from the MPCS

Database of 144 eases. Each case was removed

from the Database before running a consultation so

the MPC could not use the case to reach its

conclusions. At the end of each consultation the

case entered was reinstated in the Cases Database.

Only those eases with malice and lack of reasonable

and probable cause issues were eligible for selection.

The cases were selected at random other than this

initial screening. Since lack of reasonable and

probable cause and malice are the most difllctdt

elements to prove in a malicious prosecution action,

it was thought that this approach would present the

MPC with a challenge. In addition, these two

elements are the last of the five elements required to

be proved so the probability was quite high that most,

if not all, of the fust three elements would be present

in the eases selected.

The MPC agreed with the decisions in ten

out of eleven (90.9%) cases. A strong argument

may be made that Manning v Nickerson, the one ease

where there was disagreement, was wrongly decided

by the court.~ In one of the eases teste~ Watters v

Pacific Deliveq Service et al, the MPC disagreed with

detilon of the Supreme Court of British Columbia

insofar as one of the defendants was concerned.29
The defendant in question appealed to the 13ritish

Columbia Court of Appeal and the court allowed the

29



appeal for basically the same reasons given by the

MPC.

Thus the testing process revealed that the

MPC is able to operate at a similar level of expertise

as trial and appellate judges deciding malicious

prosecution cases.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Previous research has shown how the deep

structure approach to knowledge representation may

be used to build rule-based legal expert systems in

diftlcult areas of case-based law which operate with a

high degree of accuracy and sophistication.30 This

paper demonstrates that the deep structure approach

lends itself equally well to the construction of CBR

legal expert systems in case-based law. The MPC

operates at a high level of legal expertise in its

domain. Its performance, case retrieval and

‘longevi~ are enhanced by its CBR methodologies,

thereby demonstrating that CBR legal expert systems

offer signifkant advantages over purely rule-based

systems.

The future of CBR for legal expert systems

appears promising, particularly if progress is made in

the fields of natural language processing and

intelligent database retrieval.31 The future may

hold the possibility of CBR legal expert systems

sending search queries directly to large electronic

legal databases. This would by-pass the step of

‘proftig’ cases which is currently the bottle-neck in

the construction of CBR legal expert systems.
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